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Europa-Universität Flensburg
Department of Strategic and International
Auf dem Campus 1
24943 Flensburg
Germany
Our office can be found in: Munketoft Verwaltung (MV)

Campusplan

By rail and by bus
From the Flensburg train station:
Take buses number 1, 4 or 5 to the bus stop "Munketoft". The building is also within walking distance from the
train station.
Starting at the bus stop "Munketoft" head left towards the brewery (which is clearly visible) until you see the
university building Madrid on the right hand side.
From the central bus station (ZOB):
Take bus number 5 (bus stop 2, Ring A) or bus number 4 (in the direction of "Campus Uni").
Get off at "Munketoft".
Starting at the bus stop go back 20 meters in the opposite direction of travel of the bus.
Head left towards the brewery (which is clearly visible) until you see the university building Madrid on the right
hand side.

By car
From the A7 motorway:
Take the exit "Flensburg" on to the highway B 200,
Then follow the highway about 5 kilometers until: exit "Flensburg Rude".
Keep right at the fork, follow the signs towards "Glücksburg/Zentrum",
Stay on Husumer Straße.
Husumer Straße then bends slightly to the right and becomes "Munketoft".
You then drive past the brewery, Flensburger Brauerei (clearly visible on the right-hand side).
You will find the University building Madrid directly opposite on the brewery.

By rail and by bus
If you arrive at the Flensburg train station by train from Hamburg, Kiel or Denmark you can either
walk to the University (2 km uphill),
take a taxi, there is a taxicab stand in front of the station, or
you can take the number 5 bus (bus stop 2, Ring A, every 20 minutes):
4 stops
then get off at bus stop "Campus Uni"
You are now directly in front of the Oslo Building
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By car
From the A7 motorway:
Take the exit "Flensburg" on to the highway B 200
then take the B 200 until exit B 199 "Osttangente"
After about 3 kilometers, turn left into Auf dem Campus (follow the sign "Universität").
On the right hand side you will find car parking spaces, to the left hand side you will find the Oslo Building of the
University.

By rail and by bus
From the Flensburg train station:
4 stops on the number 5 bus (bus stop 2, Ring A, every 20 minutes)
Get off atthe bus stop "Campus Uni"
Follow the road in the direction of the bus for 100 meters. You will come to the Helsinki Building which will be
located directly on your right
From the central bus station (ZOB):
Take bus number 5 (bus stop 2, Ring A) or bus number 4 (in the direction of "Campus Uni").
Get off at the bus stop "Campus Uni"
Follow the road in the direction of the bus for 100 meters. You will come to the Helsinki Building which will be
located directly on your right.

By car
From the A7 highway:
Take the exit "Flensburg" on to the highway B 200
Take the B 200 until exit B 199 "Osttangente"
After about 3 kilometers, turn left into "Auf dem Campus"
On the right hand side you will find car parking spaces and on the left hand side you will find the Helsinki Building
of the University.
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